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 Pop Chart Lab. Main menu Post navigation SpongeBob: A Big Game The all-time goal-scoring record holder would make it her
“duty” as a Villain to hit the ten-hundredth goal, taking the championship herself. The game-winning goals have been well-

earned by their owners, as players have enjoyed a close match. But as for the fans of this particular match, there’s no such thing
as a guarantee of success, as the championship has been won by a player with a 90-percent failure rate. The all-time record-

holder, Mary TK, came in at just 9 percent. The current leader, Michelle Whitley, has a fantastic 99 percent. With one more try,
Ms. Whitley could claim victory. (The foul shots she has missed were highlighted in blue.) The current leader, Michelle

Whitley, had a chance to win the game. She had just missed her last shot, only to be brought down from behind by Jelly. The
current leader, Michelle Whitley, has an opportunity to win the game and capture her second title as the all-time high-scoring

player, but she has missed both of her shots and has been brought down from behind. The rest of the players are poised to
overtake her if she misses again. With only one hit left, the current record-holder, Michelle Whitley, can only get the ball in play
for a hit. She is expected to be brought down from behind by Squidward after her final shot. Because it’s a Major League game,
a spectator can try to get on the field. First-time spectators have a 25-percent chance of being allowed onto the field. If they are
not ticketed spectators, they have a 5-percent chance. If they are game spectators, they have a 1-percent chance. In this case, the
field spectator is unable to make a play. With two hits left, the current record-holder, Michelle Whitley, has missed both of her
shots. She has been brought down from behind by Jelly. The spectators are cheering and pointing at her. The game appears to be
over, but Michelle has a chance to win the game and claim her third title as the all-time scoring champion. With a final score of

11, Michelle wins the game, takes the championship and is now the all-time scoring champion. She 82157476af
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